The best of Spotlight

Die wichtigsten Artikel des letzten Jahres hier im Überblick zum Nachschlagen und Nachlesen.

COLUMNS
American Life
- On travel companions 1/16
- Making work more fun 2/16
- German heritage 3/16
- On patriotism 4/16
- Living in a bubble 5/16
- Summer boating drama 6/16
- Shoulder surgery 7/16
- Road trip in Europe 8/16
- Midlife crises 9/16
- A German in NYC 10/16
- On local politics 11/16
- On small-town life 12/16

Around Oz
- Summer heat 1/16
- A year of long weekends 2/16
- A popular prime minister 3/16
- New Year’s promises 4/16
- Women in sport 5/16
- On Brexit 6/16
- The Rio Olympics 7/16
- Flying economy class 8/16
- Building boom hell 9/16
- Saying “no” to the status quo: Australian politics 10/16
- A love of surfing 11/16
- Roadside treasures 12/16

Britain Today
- On growing old 1/16
- Refugees and UK weather 2/16
- Great British lunches 3/16
- Live now, pay later 4/16
- On high visibility 5/16
- Britain and the EU 6/16
- Music with your meal 7/16
- Insane housing prices 8/16

The cult of celebrity 9/16
Recovering from Brexit 10/16
Animal revenge 11/16
The Brexit mess 12/16

I Ask Myself
- Exciting news in Canada 1/16
- Paris, terror & Facebook 2/16
- The big office move 3/16
- US reporter in detention in Iran 4/16
- Zsa Zsa Gabor 5/16
- Obama’s Cuba visit 6/16
- RIP Prince 7/16
- Four-week vacations? 8/16
- Starting over 9/16
- US: can I vote for...? 10/16
- On babies and phones 11/16
- Too much Christmas? 12/16

My Life in English
- Nina Nightingale 1/16
- Mathis Oberhof 2/16
- Sabine Sparwasser 3/16
- Peter Limbourg 4/16
- Kay Scheller 5/16
- Alexandra Polzin 6/16
- Leslie Mándoki 7/16
- Nina Eichinger 8/16
- Erol Sander 9/16
- Katerina Jacob 10/16
- Massimo Sinató 11/16
- Birte Karalus 12/16

The Aardman animator 5/16
US bookmobile driver 6/16
Oz rainforest dinner 7/16
Bermuda rum 8/16
A San Diego singer 10/16
Architect on Mauritius 11/16
Ironman entrepreneur 12/16

Culture/Literature
- Nobel Prize: Bob Dylan 12/16

Debate
- A new national flag for New Zealand? 1/16
- Does Britain like its national anthem? 3/16
- Do we still need libraries? 4/16
- Is Britain a nanny state? 5/16
- Is democracy in danger? 6/16
- Doping in sports 7/16

Food
- Presenting food 1/16
- British food evolution 2/16
- One-dish restaurants 3/16
- The taste of home 4/16
- An Irish cook in France 5/16
- Teatime 6/16
- Root-to-leaf eating 7/16
- Korean food in the UK 8/16
- Young British chefs 9/16
- British desserts 10/16
- Home-delivery business 11/16

History
- Indira Gandhi, Indian PM 1/16
- The Battle of Verduun 2/16
- Sir Walter Raleigh 3/16
- Apple at 40 4/16
- RMS Queen Mary 5/16

Ella Fitzgerald 6/16
UK’s World Cup 1966 7/16
Henry Moore, sculptor 8/16
Great Fire of London 9/16
The 1956 Suez Crisis 10/16
Attack on Pearl Harbor 12/16

Interview
- Becky Bettesworth 10/16

Press Gallery
- UK Football ticket prices 1/16
- Defeating Isis 2/16
- David Bowie RIP 3/16
- Google’s taxes? 4/16
- London air pollution 5/16
- Middle East Christians 6/16
- Teens and cannabis 7/16
- London housing crisis 8/16
- Pokédom go 10/16
- Theresa May and Brexit 11/16
- Profits before people 12/16

Short Story
- First day of the holiday 1/16
- Olivia’s piano 2/16
- On thin ice 3/16
- Greatest show on Earth 4/16
- Home again 5/16
- Abandoned 6/16
- There’s a lion in my garden 7/16
- A Peak District walk 8/16
- Room 404 9/16
- For the ride of your life 10/16
- Fireworks 11/16
- Christmas in India 12/16

Society/Environment
- Ocean clean-up 2/16
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Island mentality? 5/16
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With a seven-year-old in Ethiopia
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The military in photos
American-style diners
9/16
The US in Germany
One crisp at a time
7/16
Two great Irish homes
Bermuda — very British
4/16
3/16
The best of the US
“Dinner” or “supper”
2/16
Tips for small talk?
1/16
English at Work
Approaching the boss
5/16
Simplifying English
6/16
E-mails and names
Million or billion?
8/16
Short forms in letters?
Phone conference tips
10/16
Saying thanks
Punctuality
12/16
Language
Winter reading
Tips for English learners
Humour
Thinking in English
Let’s talk
Summer reading
Be a better learner
English: one language?
Quiz: How old is your English?
9/16
Office English
Learners’ gifts
Living Language
Someone like me
A man of the world
A peculiar species
Media madness
12/16

102 English Things to Do
Be nice
Anglicanism
Boiling vegetables
Fail to learn other languages
11/16
12/16

St Valentine’s Day
Family tensions
Starting a business
Food allergies
House-warming parties
Football
taking out a loan
At a fleamarket
Giving advice
All about voting
At the circus
12/16

The Grammar Page
“Must”, “can’t”, “might”
Using modal verbs
“Look” and “seem”
Indefinite pronouns
Indirect questions
Using reported questions
“Will” and “shall”
Comparative adjectives
Superlative adjectives
How to use adverbs
Defining relative clauses
Non-defining relative clauses
12/16

Lost in Translation
Slow
Binge-watch
Gobsmacked
Jump the shark
Cognoscenti
The birds and the bees
Johnny-come-lately
Poncey
Faux
Go pear-shaped
Gobbledygook
Shenanigans
12/16

Spoken English
Similarities and differences
1/16

Using the word “up”
Speaking informally
Talking about age
Thanks a million!
Using the word “come”
Recommended things
Telephone English
Go for it!
“Life”, “live”, “living”
Using the word “over”
when things go wrong

Travel Talk
Entering the US
Visiting an art gallery
At a dog show
Booking last-minute holidays
Lost your luggage?
Organic farm stays
A school reunion
A coastal walk

Vocabulary
Going ice skating
At the petrol station
At the dentist’s
At the garden centre
At the playground
Football
Going on a picnic
The fire brigade
Back to school
At a vineyard
Car maintenance
Nocturnal animals

Words that Go Together/Collocations
“Play” and “go”
“Heavy”, “hard”, “serious”
“Make” and “do”

Sport
Afghanistan’s first marathon
1/16

The UK in Germany
One crisp at a time
10/16

The US in Germany
American-style diners
The military in photos
11/16

Travel
Perfect London weekend
Ethiopia
The best of the US
Art in LA’s heart
Bermuda — very British
Two great Irish homes
The beaches we love
Cornwall
Limpopo, South Africa
With a seven-year-old in New York City
Dublin
Malta

World Map
Very tall buildings
Eccentric politicians
City rents
Christmas round the world
12/16

Enjoy your English!
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